Abstract. In this paper, we study the large time behavior of solutions to the compressible magnetohydrodynamic equations in the L p -type critical Besov spaces. Precisely, we show that if the initial data in the low frequencies additionally belong to some Besov spaceḂ for t → +∞. The pure energy argument without the spectral analysis is performed, which allows us to remove the usual smallness assumption of low frequencies.
Introduction
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is concerned with the motion of conducting fluids in an electromagnetic field and has a very wide range of applications. In view of the dynamic motion of field and the magnetic field interacting strongly on each other, both the hydrodynamic and electrodynamic effects must be considered. The compressible viscous MHD equations in the isentropic case take the form (see, e.g., [5, 33, 34] 
∇(|B|
2 ) + div(2µD(u) + λdivu Id), ∂ t B + (divu)B + u · ∇B − B · ∇u = θ∆B, divB = 0, for (t, x) ∈ R + × R N (N ≥ 2). Here ρ = ρ(t, x) ∈ R + is the density function of the fluid, u = u(t, x) ∈ R N is the velocity, and B = B(t, x) ∈ R N represents the magnetic field. The scalar function P (ρ) ∈ R is the pressure, which is an increasing and convex function in ρ. The notation D(u) (∇u + ∇u T ) stands for the deformation tensor. The density-dependent functions λ and µ (the bulk and shear viscosities) are supposed to be smooth enough and to satisfy µ > 0 and λ + 2µ > 0. The constant θ > 0 stands for the magnetic diffusivity acting as a magnetic diffusion coefficient of the magnetic field. The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker tensor product such that u ⊗ u = (u i u j ) 1≤i,j≤N . System (1.1) is supplemented with the initial data (1.2) (ρ, u, B)| t=0 = (ρ 0 (x), u 0 (x), B 0 (x)), x ∈ R N , and we focus on solutions that are close to some constant state (ρ * , 0, B * ) with ρ * > 0 and the nonzero vector B * ∈ R N , at infinity.
There have been a lot of works on MHD by many physicists and mathematicians due to its physical importance and mathematical challenges, see for example [10, 11, 20, 21, 22, 28, 31, 44] and the references therein. By exploiting an energy method in Fourier spaces, Umeda, Kawashima and Shizuta [43] first investigated a rather general class of symmetric hyperbolic-parabolic systems, and found that the dissipative mechanism inducing the optimal decay rates are just the same as that of heat kernel. As a direct application, they obtained such decay rate of solutions to system (1.1)-(1.2) (near the equilibrium state (ρ * , 0, B * )). Subsequently, Kawashima [30] in his doctoral dissertation proved the global existence of smooth solutions to (1.1)-(1.2) in the condition that the initial data are small in H 3 (R 3 ). In addition, the author also derived the following fundamental L q -L 2 decay estimate in
) .
Later on, still for data with high Sobolev regularity, there are a number of works on the long-time behavior of solution to the compressible MHD equations, see for example [12, 24, 35, 42, 47] and the references therein.
As regards global-in-time results, scaling invariance plays a fundamental role. Here we observe that system (1.1) is invariant by the transformatioñ ρ(t, x) = ρ(l 2 t, lx),ũ(t, x) = lu(l 2 t, lx),B(t, x) = lB(l 2 t, lx), up to a change of the pressure lawP = l 2 P . A critical space is a space in which the norm is invariant under the scaling (ẽ,f,g)(x) = (e(lx), lf(lx), lg(lx)).
When B ≡ 0, system (1.1) becomes the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. In the critical framework, there have been a lot of results for the compressible (or incompressible) Navier-Stokes equations, see for example [6, 7, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 23, 27, 32, 37, 45, 46] . In particular, regarding the large time asymptotic behavior of strong solutions for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, Okati [37] performed low and high frequency decompositions and proved the time decay rate for strong solutions in the L 2 critical framework and in dimension N ≥ 3. In the survey paper [17] , Danchin proposed another description of the time decay which allows to proceed with dimension N ≥ 2 in the L 2 critical framework. Recently, Danchin and Xu [19] extended the method of [17] to get optimal time decay rate in the general L p type critical spaces and in any dimension N ≥ 2. Later on, Xu [46] developed a general low-frequency condition for optimal decay estimates, where the regularity σ 1 ofḂ ], and the proof mainly depends on the refined time-weighted energy approach in the Fourier semi-group framework. Very recently, originated from the idea as in [25, 41] , Xin and Xu [45] developed a new energy argument to remove the usual smallness assumption of low frequencies studied in [19] .
As for system (1.1)-(1.2) with B * = 0, Hao [26] obtained the global well-posedness of strong solutions in L 2 -type critical Besov spaces. Consequently, the authors in [2, 3, 29] studied the local existence and uniqueness of solutions in the critical L p framework. Very recently, Shi and Xu [40] considered the perturbation around the constant equilibrium (ρ * , 0, B * ) with B * = 0 and obtained the local and global well-posedness results in the critical L p framework, and here we list the global well-posedness of strong solutions to system (1.1) as follows. Suppose that divB 0 = 0, P ′ (ρ * ) > 0 and that (1.2) is satisfied. There exists a small positive constant c = c(p, µ, λ, θ, P, ρ * , B * ) and a universal integer j 0 ∈ Z such that if
Furthermore, we get for some constant C = C(p, µ, λ, θ, P, ρ * , B * ),
for any t > 0, where
The natural next problem is to explore the large time asymptotic behavior of global solutions constructed above. Shi and Xu [39] applied Fourier analysis techniques to give precise description for the large time asymptotic behavior of solutions, not only in Lebesgue spaces but also in a full family of Besov spaces with negative regularity indexes. In this paper, motivated by the works [25, 39, 41, 45] , we intend to establish the optimal decay for the compressible MHD equations in the L p type critical framework without the smallness assumption of low frequencies.
Main results
Let us first rewrite system (1.1) as the nonlinear perturbation form of constant equilibrium state (ρ * , 0, B * ), looking at the nonlinearities as source terms. To simplify the statement of main results, we assume that ρ * = 1, B * = I (I is an arbitrary nonzero constant vector satisfying |I| = 1), P ′ (ρ * ) = 1, θ = 1 and ν * def = 2µ * + λ * = 1 (with
Consequently, in term of the new variables (a, u, H), system (1.1) becomes (2.1)
Note that π 1 , π 2 , µ and λ are smooth functions satisfying 
is bounded, then we have
By applying improved Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities, the optimal decay estimates oḟ B −σ 1 2,∞ -L r type could be deduced as follows. 
where
In the following, we give some comments.
Remark 2.1. The low-frequency assumption of initial data in [39] is at the endpoint σ 0 and the corresponding norm needs to be small enough, i.e., there exists a positive constant c = c(p, µ, λ, P, B * ) such that (a, u 0 , H 0 )
. Here, the new lower bound 1 − N 2 < σ 1 ≤ σ 0 enables us to enjoy larger freedom on the choice of σ 1 , which allows to obtain more optimal decay estimates in the L p framework. In addition, the smallness of low frequencies is no longer needed in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1.
Remark 2.2. In [39] , there is a little loss on decay rates due to the use of different Sobolev embeddings at low (or high) frequencies. For example, when σ 1 = σ 0 , the result in [39] presents that the solution itself decays to equilibrium in L p norm with the rate of − 1 of (u, H) becomes negative in physical dimensions N = 2, 3. Our result thus applies to large highly oscillating initial velocities and magnetic fields (see [7, 13] for more details).
Let us give some illustration on the proof of main results. Based on the works of [14, 25, 27, 41] , Xin and Xu [45] developed a pure energy argument to establish the optimal decay for the barotropic compressible Navier-Stokes equations in the L p critical framework. Although the current proofs are in spirit of the works mentioned above, we have some new observations. More precisely, as pointed out in [45] , the nonlinear estimates in the low frequencies (that is (f, g, m)
) play an important role in the process of proving Theorem 2.1. They employed different Sobolev embeddings and interpolations to deal with the nonlinear terms in the non oscillation case (2 ≤ p ≤ N) and in the oscillation case (p > N), respectively. Here, we develop a new non-classical product estimate in the low frequencies (see (5.2) below), which enables us to unify the estimates in the non oscillation case and the oscillation one. On the other hand, compared with [45] , due to the appearance of the magnetic field, we need to take care of the nonlinear estimates for those terms including the magnetic field. To the end, we make full use of the structure of the MHD equations itself. For example, regarding the estimate of trinomial term 
∇|H|
2 − H · ∇H), we are going to take full advantage of its symmetrical structure (see (5.43)-(5.45), (6.37) and (6.38) below).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 3, we recall some basic properties of the homogeneous Besov spaces. In Section 4, making use of the pure energy arguments, we investigate the low-frequency and high-frequency estimates of solutions. Section 5 is devoted to the estimation of L 2 -type Besov norms at low frequencies, which plays the key role in deriving the Lyapunov-type inequality for energy norms. Section 6, i.e., the last section presents the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1.
Throughout the paper, C stands for a harmless "constant", and we sometimes write A B as an equivalent to A ≤ CB. The notation A ≈ B means that A B and B A. For any Banach space X and u, v ∈ X, we agree that (u, v)
We agree that C([0, T ]; X) denotes the set of continuous functions from [0, T ] to X.
Preliminaries
We first recall the definition of homogeneous Besov spaces. They could be defined by using a dyadic partition of unity in Fourier variables called homogeneous LittlewoodPaley decomposition. To this end, choose a radial function ϕ ∈ S(R N ) supported in C = {ξ ∈ R N , 3 4 ≤ |ξ| ≤ 8 3 } such that j∈Z ϕ(2 −j ξ) = 1 if ξ = 0. The homogeneous frequency localization operator∆ j andṠ j are defined bẏ
With our choice of ϕ, it is easy to see that
Let us denote the space Y ′ (R N ) by the quotient space of S ′ (R N )/P with the polynomials space P. The formal equality u = k∈Z∆ k u holds true for u ∈ Y ′ (R N ) and is called the homogeneous Littlewood-Paley decomposition.
We then define, for s ∈ R, 1 ≤ p, r ≤ +∞, the homogeneous Besov spacė
When employing parabolic estimates in Besov spaces, it is somehow natural to take the time-Lebesgue norm before performing the summation for computing the Besov norm. So we next introduce the following Besov-Chemin-Lerner space L ρ T (Ḃ s p,r ) (see [8] ):
The index T will be omitted if T = +∞ and we shall denote by 
We will repeatedly use the following Bernstein's inequality throughout the paper: Lemma 3.1. (see [9] ) Let C be an annulus and B a ball,
More generally, if v satisfies SuppF v ⊂ {ξ ∈ R N : R 1 λ ≤ |ξ| ≤ R 2 λ} for some 0 < R 1 < R 2 and λ > 0, then for any smooth homogeneous of degree m function A on R N \{0} and 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, it holds that (see e.g. Lemma 2.2 in [1] ):
The following nonlinear generalization of (3.2) will be applied (see Lemma 8 in [16] ):
λ} then there exists c depending only on N, R 1 and R 2 so that for all 1 < p < ∞,
Let us now state some classical properties for the Besov spaces. 
∞ is an algebra.
5) Scaling properties:
(a) for all λ > 0 and f ∈Ḃ s p,1 , we have
. Next we recall a few nonlinear estimates in Besov spaces which may be obtained by means of paradifferential calculus. Firstly introduced by Bony in [4] , the paraproduct between f and g is defined by
and the remainder is given by
We have the following so-called Bony's decomposition:
The paraproduct T and the remainder R operators satisfy the following continuous properties (see e.g. [1] ). = min{1,
2) The remainder R is bilinear continuous fromḂ
with s 1 +s 2 > 0,
From (3.3) and Proposition 3.3, we may deduce the following two corollaries concerning the product estimates.
and there exists a constant C, depending only on N, s 1 , s 2 , p 1 and p 2 , such that
Corollary 3.2. Let σ 1 and p satisfy the conditions as in Theorem 2.1, that is
(N ≥ 2) and p fulfills (1.4), then we have
Here, the estimates in Corollary 3.1 are classical, and the non-classical estimates in Corollary 3.2 are used to establish the evolution of Besov norms at low frequencies in our paper.
We also need the following composition lemma (see [1, 14, 38] ).
with C depending only on u L ∞ , F ′ (and higher derivatives), s, p and N.
In the case s > − min(
p,1 , and
) u Ḃs p,r ,
The following commutator estimates (see [19] ) have been employed in the high-frequency estimate for proving Theorem 2.1.
There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on σ such that for all j ∈ Z and i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, we have
and (c j ) j∈Z denotes a sequence such that (c j ) ℓ 1 ≤ 1 and
Finally, we list the optimal regularity estimates for the heat equation (see e.g. [1] ).
Then for all T > 0, the following a prior estimate is satisfied:
Low-frequency and high-frequency estimates
In this section, we derive the low-frequency and high-frequency estimates to system (2.1). Based on this, a Lyapunov-type inequality for energy norms could be deduced in next section.
Low-frequency estimates.
Lemma 4.1. Let k 0 be some integer. Then it holds that for all t ≥ 0,
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.1 is similar to that in [40] . Set
Applying the operator∆ k to (4.3) and denoting n k def =∆ k n, one has for all k ∈ Z,
Taking the L 2 scalar product of (4.5) 1 with a k , (4.5) 2 with ω k , (4.5) 3 with Ω k , and (4.5) 4 with E k , we derive that
Noticing that
Combing (4.6) to (4.9), we have
Taking the L 2 scalar product of (4.5) 1 with Λω k , (4.5) 2 with Λa k , and (4.5) 1 with Λ 2 a k , we obtain, respectively, that
for some γ > 0, we get from (4.10) and (4.11) that
It follows from Young's inequality that for k ≤ k 0
Consequently, in the low-frequency case, we get from (4.12) that (4.14) 1 2
which implies that
for k ≤ k 0 . Therefore, multiplying both sides by 2 k(N/2−1) , summing up on k ≤ k 0 and using (4.4) yield (4.1).
4.2.
High-frequency estimates. In the high-frequency regime, the term div(au) would cause a loss of one derivative as there is no smoothing effect for a. To get around this difficulty, as in [27] , we introduce the effective velocity
Lemma 4.2. Let k 0 be chosen suitably large. Then it holds that for all t ≥ 0,
Proof. Let P def = Id + ∇(−∆) −1 div be the Leray projector onto divergence-free vector fields, and w be defined in (4.16). Then from system (2.1), we get that Pu, H and w satisfy a heat equation, and a satisfies a damped transport equation as follows.
Applying∆ k to (4.18) 1 yields for all k ∈ Z,
Then, multiplying each component of the above equation by
Applying Proposition 3.1 and summing on i = 1, 2, · · · , N, we get for some constant c p depending only on p that
On the other hand, from (4.18) 2 and (4.18) 3 , we argue exactly as for proving (4.19) and obtain that
Since the function a fulfills the damped transport equation (4.18) 4 , then performing the operator ∂ i∆k to (4.18) 4 and denoting
Multiplying both sides of (4.22) by |∂ i a k | p−2 ∂ i a k , integrating on R N , and performing an integration by parts in the second term, we arrive at
Summing up on i = 1, 2, · · · , N and applying Hölder and Bernstein inequalities imply
which leads to 
Choosing k 0 suitably large and β sufficiently small, we deduce that there exists a constant c 0 > 0 such that for all k ≥ k 0 + 1,
Thus, multiplying by 2
, summing up over k ≥ k 0 + 1 and applying Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.5, we conclude (4.17).
Estimation of L
2 -type Besov norms at low frequencies
(N ≥ 2) and p satisfy (1.4). Then the following two estimates hold true:
, and
Firstly, we prove (5.1). Thanks to (3.1), we have
For the remainder term, one gets
here c(k) l 1 = 1 and we used that
in the last inequality. For the term T g f , it follows that
. Combining (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), we finish the proof of (5.1). Now, we are in a position to prove (5.2). For the paraproduct term T f g, we have
where we have used that 1 + ).
here c(k) l 1 = 1 and we have used the condition
in the last inequality. For the term T g f , we could obtain
where we used that
in the last inequality. From (5.6) and (5.7), we deduce that
and from (5.8), we get for p ≥ 2 that
Combining (5.9) and (5.10), we get (5.2).
Next, we begin to estimate the L 2 -type Besov norms at low frequencies, which is the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
and p satisfy (1.4), it holds that (a, u, H)(t)
Proof. From (4.13) and (4.14), we have for
(5.12)
Multiplying 2 2k(−σ 1 ) on both sides of (5.12), taking supremum in terms of k ≤ k 0 , integrating over [0, t] and noticing that (4.2) and (4.4), we arrive at (a, u, H)(t)
Next, we focus on the estimates of (f, g, m)
. Firstly, we deal with the term
Estimate of adivu. We decompose
Making use of (5.1), we deduce (5.14)
.
By virtue of (5.2), one gets
where we used that −σ 1 +
Estimate of u · ∇a.
From (5.2), one arrives at
where we used that −σ 1 + 
where we have applied that
In what follows, we estimate g
. Recall that
In a similar way as deriving (5.19) and (5.20) , one has by (5.2) that
Estimate of π 1 (a)Au. Keeping in mind that π 1 (0) = 0, one may write
for some smooth functionπ 1 vanishing at 0. Thus, through (5.1) again, we have
Arguing similarly as (5.19) and (5.20) , one has
On the other hand, from (5.1), (5.2), Proposition 3.4 and Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2, we have
, and π 1 (a)aAu
Estimate of π 2 (a)∇a. In view of π 2 (0) = 0, we may write π 2 (a) = π ′ 2 (0)a +π 2 (a)a, herē π 2 is a smooth function fulfillingπ 2 (0) = 0. For the term a∇a, we have
Arguing similarly as (5.27) and (5.28), one has
As for the termπ 2 (a)a∇a, we use the decompositionπ 2 (a)a∇a =π 2 (a)a∇a ℓ +π 2 (a)a∇a 
(2 µ(a)divD(u) + λ(a)∇divu). The estimate of this term could be similarly handled as the term π 1 (a)Au and we omit it here.
Estimate of 1 1+a 
Estimate of π 1 (a)(∇(I · H) − I · ∇H). Similar as above, we decompose π 1 (a) = π ′ 1 (0)a+ π 1 (a)a. Firstly, the estimate of a(∇(I · H) − I · ∇H) is similar to that of adivu and we omit it here. The remaining term may be estimated as follows.
, and 43) where the superscript T represents the transpose of a matrix. For the term with H · ((∇H) T − ∇H), we can handle it similar to the term u · ∇u, while regarding the term with π 1 (a)H · ((∇H)
T − ∇H), we have from (5.1) and (5.2) again that
Estimate of m. Since
then its estimation is similar to that of u · ∇u and we omit it here. Finally, inserting all estimates above into (5.13), we complete the proof of (5.11).
By the definition of X p (t) in Theorem 1.1, one has
On the other hand, it follows that
. Then, we have
which yields from Gronwall's inequality (see for example, Page 360 of [36] ) that
Proofs of main results
This section is devoted to proving Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1. 
In what follows, we deal with the terms in the right hand of (6.1) one by one. Firstly, for the last term, we have
It follows from Corollary 3.1 and Bernstein inequality that
Therefore, we conclude that
. Now we are in a position to bound (g, m)
and the tools are mainly involved with Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2, Proposition 3.4 and Bernstein inequality.
The term with 2 µ(a)divD(u)+ λ(a)∇divu could be similarly handled as the term π 1 (a)Au and we omit it here.
Regarding the term with ∇a. Then we have
For the term π 1 (a)(∇(I · H) − I · ∇H), it follows that
As for the last term 
∇|H|
2 − H · ∇H in g, we also apply the decomposition (5.43) to yield that
and
Finally, for terms in m, it holds that
Combining (6.4)-(6.11), we end up with (6.12) (g, m)
In what follows, we bound the low frequency term (f, g, m)
in the right hand of (6.1), which has a little bit more difficult. Let us first introduce the following two inequalities:
and 2 ≤ p ≤ 4, and (6.14)
Proof of (6.13). Set 
which yields (6.13). Where we used that p * ≥ p if 2 ≤ p ≤ 4 in the third inequality, and the condition Proof of (6.14) . From the definition of R(f, g), it follows that
which yields (6.14). Where we use that 1 ≤ We claim that (6.17) (f, g, m)
In what follows, we will prove (6.17) and inequalities (6.13) and (6.14) are often used for the purpose. Estimate of adivu. Decomposing
To handle the last term in the decomposition of adivu, we observe that owing to the spectral cut-off, there exists a universal integer N 0 such that
Thus, one has . Estimate of u · ∇a. We also decompose
and obtain from (6.13) and (6.14) that
Similar to (6.20) , it holds that
where we have used that 1 + Estimate of u · ∇u. Similarly, we decompose u · ∇u = T u ∇u + R(u, ∇u) + T ∇u u and get that
Estimate of π 1 (a)Au. Decomposing
we have
Similar to (6.20) again, it follows that
Estimate of π 2 (a)∇a. Decomposing
29)
Similar to (6.28) , it follows that
(2 µ(a)divD(u) + λ(a)∇divu). The estimate of this term could be performed similar to that of π 1 (a)Au and the details are omitted here.
Estimate of
. We only deal with the term
D(u)· ∇a and the remainder term could be similarly handled. Recalling (5.37), we derive
Estimate of π 1 (a)(∇(I · H) − I · ∇H). Recall that we decompose π 1 (a) = π ′ 1 (0)a + π 1 (a)a. The estimate of a(∇(I · H) − I · ∇H) is similar to that of adivu and we omit it here. The remaining term can be estimated as follows. In what follows, we will employ the following interpolation inequalities: ) + ε with ε > 0 small enough. It is easy to see that θ 2 ∈ (0, 1) if ε > 0 is small enough. As a consequence, we conclude byḂ 
